Ravi's journey as a rock star, aviator, cultural diplomat for the US Department of State, and keynote speaker is an inspiring example of how to succeed in an ever-changing world.

He is the first American-born descendant of India’s first family (which includes prime ministers Nehru and Gandhi), but his worldwide visibility skyrocketed in 1997 as the guitarist of triple-Grammy-nominee, Hanson, performing at the White House, Madison Square Garden, Saturday Night Live, Today Show, and more.

Ravi later became a pilot and aviation speaker helping the industry attract new student pilots, and in 2015, the US Department of State began sponsoring his cultural programs in Russia, Indonesia, Iraq, and Lebanon.

A highly respected keynote speaker in education leadership, Ravi is also the founder of Ravi Unites Schools—a large network of international K-12 schools whose classes participate in peer-to-peer real-time audio-video interactions—and author of PIVOT: Empowering Students Today to Succeed in an Unpredictable Tomorrow.
For Educators. As we move into a global sharing economy, we must empower students to be global citizens with the required skills for the future of work.

Note: Working closely with each client and in consideration of current guidelines and regulations, the presentation can also address controversial issues of racial and cultural biases (i.e. Critical Race Theory, transgender rights, etc.) as well as educational challenges during COVID.

For Entrepreneurs & Educators. Globalization and Artificial Intelligence will disrupt the workforce unlike we have ever seen. Change can be daunting, however, if one pivots instead (using your strengths and staying true to your underlying objectives), one can create lifelong success.

For Students and Young Entrepreneurs. Pursue your passion and rally the needed support to be successful.

PARTIAL CLIENT LIST
- American Embassies to Indonesia, Iraq, Lebanon, and Russia
- American Association of School Administrators (AASA)
- Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD)
- Association of Continuing Higher Ed
- Arizona School Boards Association
- California Community College Association for Occupational Edu.
- Colorado Assoc. of School Executives
- Indiana School Boards Association
- International Baccalaureate Global Conference
- Music China (Shanghai)
- North Dakota Council of Edu. Leaders
- National Education Association
- New York Council of School Supts.
- Texas Administrators of Continuing Ed.
- Wisconsin State Edu Convention
- University of Humanities and Social Studies of Russia (St. Petersburg)

KEYNOTE TOPICS

Pivoting to Cultural Competence & Equity in Edu.
- For Educators. As we move into a global sharing economy, we must empower students to be global citizens with the required skills for the future of work. Note: Working closely with each client and in consideration of current guidelines and regulations, the presentation can also address controversial issues of racial and cultural biases (i.e. Critical Race Theory, transgender rights, etc.) as well as educational challenges during COVID.

Pivot: Staying Relevant vs. Becoming Redundant
- For Entrepreneurs & Educators. Globalization and Artificial Intelligence will disrupt the workforce unlike we have ever seen. Change can be daunting, however, if one pivots instead (using your strengths and staying true to your underlying objectives), one can create lifelong success.

How to Pivot Your Passion into Your Profession
- For Students and Young Entrepreneurs. Pursue your passion and rally the needed support to be successful.